Driving Value by
Revolutionizing the End-to-end
Workflow for FX Settlements
Baton Systems is taking a new approach to the challenges of FX settlement. We reduce costs and risks, and
enhance banks’ use of available liquidity by harmonizing workflows and eliminating manual processes. By
deploying our core components – already in use across a number of global banks – we deliver an end-to-end
FX settlement ecosystem. The result? A transparent, scalable and robust process from pre-settlement
payment agreement, all the way through to optimized payment sequencing and same-day reconciliation.
EVALUATE YOUR FX SETTLEMENTS
• How many different processes do you use to agree netted payments with your counterparties? Does this
create a constraint on your business?
• Do you know during (or even at the end of) value date, which counterparties have met their obligations?
• Do you have good visibility, intraday, on your available balances and your outstanding settlement obligations?
• Do you use any data-related processes (such as AI or machine learning) to forecast intraday settlement or
liquidity events, or to identify changes from usual behaviour?
• Should you be trying to increase the proportion of your settlements that are settled using PvP, with no
settlement risk?
Management dashboard and automated alerts provide real-time
updates on key business functions and priorities

CONTACT: info@batonsystems.com

BATON SYSTEMS INCREASES
SETTLEMENT EFFICIENCY
The Baton system is delivered via
functional modules that are integrated
into your existing processes:
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Pre-settlement Matcher:
Automating the process
of communicating and
agreeing netted payment
values with
counterparties

Settlement Monitor:
Tracking and reconciling
inbound payments, allowing
intraday updates on
settlement risk, and actual or
potential failed settlements

Liquidity Tracker:
Maintaining available
account balances and
combining these with
completed and pending
incoming and outgoing
payments

FIND OUT MORE

Get in touch with us today to arrange a platform demo and learn more about
Baton’s workflow solution for FX settlements.
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